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Ducats at Fresno

attem

Free admit...ion to the SJSFresno game tomorrow night
can be obtained with a student
body card at Ratliffe stadium
in Fresno. General admission
tickets are available to tlw pub 1k at the Student Affairs Business Offka., TH 16, for $3. Deadline is 5 p.m. today.
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day of FreshToday is the last
elections which are beman Class
Outer Quad from
no held in the
Barn. to 4 p.m.
and seventy-seven
Two hundred
ballots in yesterfreshmen cast
day’s voting.
present their
All freshmen must
a ballot
LSB cards to receive
be
Included on the ballot will
approve
the propoon: "Do you
from the
of an appropriation
for the
Freshman Class treasury
Freshman
purpose of producing a
Class newspaper?"
Candidates for offices are:
President: John C. Kodrich and
Vern Langdon,
Vice president: Mike Atwell, Sue
Crowell, Dick Estill, Kathy Hubert, Linda Ivancovich and Ralph
Johnson.
Secretary: Madeleine Bryant,.
Sue Cimral, Nan Emmerling, Berme Mangseth and Betty Ratliff.
Treasurer: Patti Ball, Stan
Imus, Carol Lawson, Melinda Martin. Bill Rude and Anita Segador.
Representative -at-large (to Student Council): Sherri Arcemont,
Suzy Barton, Bernie Christopher,
Karen Jean Flipper, Shirley Hendry% Joan Lee and Denny Neely.
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Ex -Embassy Chief
To Speak U.N. Day
Robert M. Sayre, former Chief
of the U.S. political section at the
U.S. Embassy in Lima, Peru, will
speak at the annual United Nations Day dinner on Friday, October 23 at 6:30 p.m. in the College Cafeteria.
Mr. Sayre’s talk will be the climax of a week of internationallyrelated activities on campus now
being planned by the International
Relations Club, the International
Students Organization and the
Spartan Y.
The event, which is open to the
general public, is sponsored by the
American Assn. for the United
Nations, the World Affairs Council, and the SJS International Students Club,
Mr. Sayre will speak on the
work of the U.N. in Latin America. He has worked for the State
Department for 10 years as adviser, Technical Cooperation Administration Program for Latin
America, the TCA program of the
Organization of American States,
and the UN TCA Latin American
program.
Mr. Sayre is a graduate of Willamette University in Oregon and

la hs slug lace Loin George
Washington University, Washington, D.C.
Last year, for the promotion of
international good will, more than
100 foreign students studying at
local colleges and universities
were dinner guests of local organizations and private citizens.
Cost of the dinner is $2.25.
All foreign students on campus
may attend as guests of the sponsoring organizations. They should
make their reservations with Dr.
Persky, foreign student advisor,
Building K. by Tues., Oct. 20.
Next Saturday the Santa Clara
County Commitee for UNICEF
will sponsor a "United Nations
Day Festival" at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium from 12 noon to
10 p.m. Mrs. Flora H. Stephen,
chairman, announced,
There will be food booths featuring foods from 10 different
countries and 30 informational and
exhibit booths. The IRC, ISO and
Spartan Y will participate.

Students Win
Foundation
Universay Professors Scholarships

To Talk Master Plan
Higher education in California
will receive the attention of members of the American Association
of University Professors when the
local chapter holds its first meeting of the year at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday in Cafeteria Rooms A & 13.
A panel of members will discuss
the master plan for higher education which is being developed at
the request of the California State
legislature.
As a result of a legislative resolution, the State Board of Education and the Regents of the University of California were requested to develop a plan for the ex
panst,in and integration of higher

Novelty Division
For Parade Open
Organizations may submit entries in the novelty disision of
the Nov. 7 Homecoming parade
until 5 p.m., Wednesday, Oct.
21, B111 Moore, parade chairman has announced.
Entry blanks axe available at
the Activities Office, Adm242.
For further information, contact Moore at CYpress 5-9993.
About 15 entries have been
submitted in the novelty division of the parade. Three trophies will be awarded in the division.

NO. 18

SD’s ’She Stoops
Premieres Tonight
By JERRY NACHMAN

Speech and Drama Department’s first production of the 1959-60 season, "She
Stoops tea Conquer." opens tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the College Theater.
Headlining the cast in the Oliver Goldsmith spoof of 18th century romantic plays
are Gene McCabe, Judy Blaisdell, Bennie Shelton. Carolyn Reed. Carole Warren, Richard Rossomme, Richard Parks, Robert Sherman and Cheryl Del Baggio.
The play concerns a merry mish-mash of roinantic mix-ups revolving about a doting mother and her second husband who try to arrange marriages for their respective off-

Home Econ
Head To Go
To Asilomar
Dr. Marital C. Pfastitl, head of
Home Economics Department and
Mrs. Margaret Warhurst, teacher
trainer and assistant professor of
home economics, leave this morning for Asilomar and the annual
Future Homemakers of America
convention.
Dr. Pfund, who is on the Advisory Council of the California FHA,
and Mrs. Warhurst will be accompanied by three student teachers:
Sharon Namimatsu, Rina Botta,
and Lois Borrelli. Attendance of
the convention is part of the education for the student teachers
as it gives them experience with
high school organizations, according to Mrs. Warhurst
The Home Economics Club, Eta
Epsilon chapter, has prepared a
bulletin board on careers in home
economics to be displayed at the
meeting.

Four San Jose State Students
were announced winners of 1959
Occupational Therapy Scholarships by the National Foundation.
The recipients, all freshmen ocUNITED THEY STANDAll ends well for mis-matched lovers of
cupational therapy majors, were
"She Stoops to Conquer," which opens tonight. (L -R) Students
Janet T. Kennedy of La Puente,
are Richard Parks as George Hastings, Carole Warren as Constance Nevirle, Carolyn Reed as Kate Hardcastle and Richard
Nancy Lee Peer of North HollyRossomme as Charles Marlowe.
wood, Sharon Kaye Pomeroy of
Newport Beach, and Roberta Diane Sturman of Lafayette.
The scholarships are for $2000
for four years of college. A total
of 103 were offered by the Found-Julie," starring I hal, Day andl
ation.
The National Foundation schol- Louis Jourdan, will be shown at
., director of the Inst.. ,
Dr.
arship program is supported by 7:30 tonight in Morris Dailey Atici- professor of psychology, will ad- Advanced Study in the Behavaira.
itorium, according to Bob Eastt he NPW M,1,1’11 rt. Dimes.
dress nearly 100 Bay Area edu- Sciences at Stanford. His sub
man, Senior Class president.
cators on campus tomorrow for a will be "Evaluating Student
Admission to the Friday Flicks,
conference on measurement and , ley ement
sponsored by the Senior Class, is
Third principal speaker of
evaluati,in in college teaching.
25 cents.
lie will speak on "Utilizing Stu- day will be Dr. Herman Spin.o
"Julie" was filmed in San Frandent Characteristics in Classroom director of admissions at the Unicisco and Carmel. One of the most
versity of California at Berkeley.
Teaching."
exciting episodes in the film ocThe conference is being spon- I During the luncheon, he will speak
curs along the 17-Mile Drive as
on "A Director of Admissions
Doris Day tries’ to escape from sored by the college with the as- Looks at Educational Measureand
measurement
the
of
sistance
car.
speeding
Jourdan’s
jazz concert and Smothers Bro. The MGM film climaxes as Miss evaluation committee of the Amer- ments,"
The luncheon will be held in the
Affairs Committee entertain- Day attempts to land a passenger ican Council on Education.
Spartan
Cafeteria.
Discussion
mornthe
other
speaker
in
The
of
the
radio
plane with the help
ifl 11.1(4.’
1 nth.
TyRalph
Dr.
be
will
session
ing
alone.

education in junior colleges, state
colleges and the University of
California to meet the needs of
the state during the next 12 years.
On the panel are Dr. James P.
Heath, professor of zoology; Milton Rendahl, professor of sociology.; Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of art; and Dr. James Thornton, professor of secondary education. Dr. George Muench, counseling center head, will head the
panel.
The meeting Is open to all faculty members, according to Dr.
Henry Meckel, chairman of the
San Jose AMP chapter

Doris Day Stars
Tonight in Julie.
MGM’s Thriller

spring. The off-spring have romantic ideas all their own.
The mother (Judy Blaisdell)
tries to marry off her son (Bennie
Shelton) a practical joker, to the
girl (Carole Warren) who is in
love with somebody she isn’t supposed to be in love with (Richard
Parks).
The father (Gene McCabe),
tries to link his daughter (Carolyn
Reed) to the son (Richard Rossomme) of his best friend (Robert Sherman).
The son is embarrassed in front
of the wealthy heiress played by
Miss Reed, but when she is disguised as a bar-maid for a joke,
Rossomme feels at ease and courts
her with no trouble.
The play has a who’s-on-first
what’s-on -second quality about it.
Others in the production, directed by Dr. Jack Neeson, are Paul
Bucalstein, William Barkow, Dan
Zanvettor and Charles Latona as
the four fellows: Gary Hamner
plays "Diggory"; Susan Evers and
Marilyn Henry are the first and
second female servants; James
Broda is "Roger"; and Miss Del
Baggio is "Pimple."
Set design is directed by J.
Wendell Johnson, costumes by
Miss Berneice Prisk and lighting
by Kenneth Dorst. Tickets for tonight and tomorrow night’s show
may be purchased at the College
Theater box office opposite the
, Student Union. Tickets are fifty
!cents for SJS students and $1 for
1 general admission.

Psych Prof To Speak
At Education Conference FTC Warns

Shelly Manne, Smothers
Bros. Play at Jazz Fete

Tickets for Tuesday’s Shelly Manne hack to school
mq-e performances are going fast, Doug Dennis, Social
lint chairman, announced yesterday.
Thursday afternoon there were approximately 350 tickets remaining to he sold,
be warned. They will he sold in the Outer Quad and in the Student Affairs Business
)llicc. TI116.
Reserved seats in the
were sold out several days ago, the Student Al- e,:iness Office reported. Byfirst 10 rows
,ons, it will be a sellout ’
iir early Tuesday, Denpredicted.
..’inne and His Men, as the
.p is known, will present two
’s of jazz following the SmothBmthers. The latter will open
Program at 7 p.m. with a 95performance of popular
folk music.

t
P.

Reno.

STEEL NEGOTIATIONS RE,’ vIE
WASHINGTON (UPI) ---Steel union and management spokesmen
agreed yesterday to resume negotiations today in an effort to end the
93 -day strike. They acted after President Eisenhower’s fact finders
urged them to get together "pronto."
,
The agreement came after Steelworkers Pres. David J. McDonald
first said he was willing to meet with management, later changed his
mind about an immediate session, and then finally accepted an industry invitation to confer this morning.
Meanwhile steel shortages were expected to force curtailment of
1960 model car production for the first time today as auto industry
layoffs climbed toward 90,000.
General Motors plants reported layoffs totaling 29.100 at the end
of shifts Wednesday and said layoffs planned for today would boost
the figure upwards of 39,500.

Coe Smothers
Brothers are
Posed of two brothers, Tam
Dick Smothers, and Bob
kmore. lack plays a banjo
the tri,,, while
Tom plays
,ar and Dick, bass.
They got their start
at the Old
’,sae ci.rh, and since
then
Plhy(11 ill San Francisco
and
’era! (if the Lake
Tahoe and
"r9 Clubs,
i’rnsently they are
appearing At
n Francisco’s
Purple Onion, a
which beg an in
May. They
have held eoneerts
at Dniver’, of California,
Santa Clara and
other colleges in
the Bay
Si’ well as recent
appear.
at the Kerosene
Club.
Heir present
engagement is exIrd to continue
through De to he followed
by an nit’alce at either
the The Tahoe
liarolfts Club,

world wire

FLYNN DIES FROM HEART ATTACK
VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI) A coroner ruled yesterday that 50.
year-old actor Errol Flynn died from a heart attack.
Coroner Glenn McDonald who conducted an autopsy, said a degenerate liver contributed to the death of Flynn, who reportedly had
suffered two previous heart attacks. No inquest was called.
Flynn. swashbuckling hero of on and off camera adventures of love
and life, died Wednesday night in the apartment of a doctor he visited
after complaining of pains in the back.
STANFORD PROF tiETS NOBEL PRIZE
Shelly Manna back to
SMOTHERS BROTHERSStarting off the
Brothers with a 45-minschool jazz colicert will be the Smothers
(from left) are Tom
ute program of popular And folk songs. AboveDick Smothers, bass.
Smothers, guitar; Bob Blackmore, banjo; and
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
The concert will be held Tuesday in
for the eveut are on sale
beginning at 7 p.m. Remaining tickets
Affairs Business Office,
in the OJter Quad, and in the Student

,
STOCKHOLM (UP!) - Two American biochemists were jointly
awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine yesterday for discoveries that
shed light on the chemistry of life and cancer.
They are Spanish -born Dr. Sevcrino Ochoa, 59, of the New York
University Medical School and Prof. Arthur Kornherg, 91, of Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Calif.

Student Teachers
To Pre-Register
...ndary and element.,’ education majors planning to student
teach during the spring semester
should pre -register Oct. 19-23, according to Dr. William G. Sweeney, head of the Division of Edocat ion.
Secondary teacher candidates
may obtain pre -registration materials and instructions from their
education instructors or contact
the secondary education office.
55-A.
Elementary education students
,
may obtain their materials in TH159 or thHr

Employees Vote
On Old-Age Plan

TV I n d ustry.
Not Diligent
WASHINGTON (UPI).Chair.
man Earl W. Kintrier of the Federal Trade Commission warned the
television industry yesterday that
the government will be forced to
Police TV quiz shows if broadcasters cannot keep them free of
deceit and fraud.
He told the National Association
of Broadcasters that the industry
faced a serious threat "brought
,in by too much lip service In hight
principles and not enough diligence
in enforcing compliance with
them."
Kintner said it will be up to
Congress to decide whether his
agency or the Federal Communications Commission should ride
herd on quiz’ shows if broadcasters fail to act. He restated his belief that the FTC now lacks authority to move in on quiz shows.
It is scheduled to resume its inquiry Nov. 2 with testimony from
Charles Van Doren. a $129,000
winner on the old "21" quiz prografr

SPARTANS
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College env!,
. comi):,
le
voting yesterday im. thestatc ,
ployees retirement. system prop
I.
concerning Social Security r
age.
The election was to rircid,
the system should have a c
for those who wished to he coy,
II
by Social Security and an’’
111
group for those who did not.
Members will vote again
month whether to continue
present retirement plan, and
ding sun iworship benefits,
modify the present plan and in- ,
elude Social Security benefits if
the above SERS proposal is supported by the recent balloting.
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Wha’ts wrong witcha

sweater. pal? Ya
bin playin’ tug-awar

with da sleeves agais ’
Go down to R/A and
see dem all-wool

sweaters for 10.95.
Der so wooly youse’ll
count dem instead of
sheep. Even sheep
likes ’em better’n
sheep, an data
really somethinl
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Why the Small Turnout?
SJS students had a rare opportunity to
see a state hearing in action yesterday but
relatively few persons cared. enough to attend.
The Assembly Interim Committee on
Agriculture, headed by Congressman Sam
Geddes (D-Napa). presided over the first
in a series of hearing. at the San Jose City

Hall concerning the future of agriculture
in California.
Admittedly not the most exciting subject to study. even political science students
were in small number at yesterday’s meeting.
see

What would have been a better way to
democracy in action?

... Cold War Thaw
The most logical place in the world to
conduct a cold warvast, uncharted Antarcticais going to remain neutral.
The Soviet Union yesterday agreed with
the ’United States and 10 other
Peace
Western nations that this con In
Antarctica tineut, bigger than the United
States and Europe combined, should be set
aside for peaceful scientific development.
The nations are represented in Washington to help draw up an exploration
treaty for that area. whose residents have a
civilization all their own.
The vast coast guard of seals, the army
of stick-necked penguins, and the naval patrol of whales probably won’t be too impressed by man’s attempts to nibble at the
last of nature’s great unknown areas.
"Antarctica should be used for peaceful

purpi,cs only," U.S. Secretary of State
Christian Herter said as lie 12 Nations
opened the meeting. Vasily Ku- Have an
tnetsov, the Soviet delegate, Interest
concurred by admitting Ilerter’s propal
would strengthen friendship among all nations.
The 10 other nations include New Zealand, Australia, Britain, France, Norway,
Japan. Chile, Argentina, Belgium and South
Africa.
A treaty for the area is bound to prove
tricky and all delegates are bound to get
their dander up oer who’s going to get
what "in the interests of science."
And so Antarctica, where the names of
such men as Shackleton, Scott, Byrd and
Weddell are imbedded in her soul, has been
relegated to the conference table.
Where before man went for adventure,
I’.R.W.
he now goes for knowledge.

editor’s report
Agreed: Ninth St. Building Is Temporary
t her the Finance Department will release
No one knov,,
money to build the Student Activities building here, but one thing is
agreed: The building at 315 So. Ninth St.to be remodeled and used
for a Student Unionwill be temporary only.
The official who has been handling this problem for the Finance
Department told the Spartan Daily last month that the remodeled
building will be only a "stopgap" until the problem of a new building
here can be settled.
He is Robert L. Harkness, a,in
sistant Director of Finance
Charge of Fiscal Affairs. During
the summer he came to San Jose,
selected the Ninth Street building
and had his department purchase
It for the state.
The assistant director told the
Daily that by stopgap he meant
the building should serve three or
four yearsnot indefinitely.
He said he was sure SJS and
the other state colleges could have
new activities buildings eventually
but was noncomittal on how big
a part the state would play in
such a program.
He suggested ("rationalizing out
loud," he said) the state could
float bonds for the buildings if
ROBERT HARKNESS
the student bodies could pay off
... stopgap, not permanent
the interest.

Gavel and Rostrum, campus
speech club, will hold Hs next
meeting Monday at 1:30 p.m.
in SD115.
Students planning to participate in local radio programs or
interested in becoming members
Khoud
attend
the
meeting.
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The backward look
Frankly, ears baffle me.
I don’t even know what kind of oil we use.
This form of stupidity makes service station attendants look me narrowly in the face and smirk knowingly.
Neither have I the cloudiest notion how many miles we get to the
gallon. But the funny thing here is, that for some reason or other
I don’t seem to care a whole lot. Besides this, I have a hard time
remembering exactly what year car use own. I have memorized that
It is a (’hevrolet, but beyond that. mental Hgormortis has set in.
The only cars I can recognize are either MGs or Cadillacs. Beyond
that, my storehouse of automotive information begins to dwindle
rapidly. This bewilderment of things car-like can be traced right back
to the 10th grade where every other young boy my age was engaged
in a passionate love affair with his cam -shaft and muffler system.
IT SEEMS boys at 16 are supposed to divide their attention
among apple pie, football and cars. I can handle the first two, but
the car-hounds and I are not on speaking terms. It Is a little embarrassing for me not to be able to carry on a decent conversation about
"smitties," (I have a very close chum named Smitty, if that counts.)
I got passed up back there In the 10th grade by friends who spent
their odd hours raking cars while I was raking leaves; they painted
flame designs on their hoods and I painted the back porch; they
learned how to drive a car and I delivered papers. That is how it
started, doctor.
A lot of their talk went over my head: "Hey. Nachman," they
would run up to me, "I just doubled over the clutch-Jammer and replaced the ping-shift with a new hook -rod! And guess what? It only
cost me 20 bucks!" I used to nod a lot and ask if they would care
for a slice of apple pie.
I didn’t learn how to drive until I was 17 (which is another story),
and spent plenty of days slinking around school with my collar up. I
might add there is nothing worse than having to phone for your parents to pick you up after a high school dance while the girl stands
outside the phone booth starry-eyed over Joey’s new suped-up shift
and two-tone dual manifold.

You really have to have determination to get into the Black
Hawk, a tiny little jazz resort in
San Francisco, where some of the
best-icnown names in the entertainment world perform.
The dim, narrow nightspot has
a seating capacity of 200 hut at
least 200 more try to find a seat
every weekend night.
What’s the drawing attraction?
It could be names like the Oscar
Petersen Trio (now appearing),
Cal Tjader, Dave Brubeck and
Gerry Mulligan. It could be that
inimitable atmosphere wh ic h
creeps into the Black Hawk ?lightIn an editorial two weeks ago we said we doubted that the United ly. Then again, it could be, as jazz
States conducts any research in chemical warfare. The opposition columnist Ralph Gleason says,
was pointed and pretty well documented; we must bow in defeat. "the club musicians like best. Why
Research is being conductedprimarily at Fort Detrick, Md. else would anyone endure those
What’s more, the Army’s chief of research said in San Francisco this terrible conditions?"
week: "Biological and chemical weapons systems have a teriffic potenYe Olde Barbershop Quartets
tial and should be exploited."
The chief, General Arthur G. Trudeau, said it is "deplorable" that will be harmonizing their way into
America is limiting its scientific effort in this field while the Russian the San Jose Civic Auditorium tooutput of chemical munitions is morrow night at 8:15 to present
about 15 per cent of its total front an evening of down b:, the old
line weapons.
mill streams.
We hope there are enough other
SJS graduate Herm Wyatt is
naive Americans besides ourselves
that the country will continue to presently folk hinging his folk
songs at the Masque Shop on
]imit its research in this field.
San Carlos between loth and
11th streets on Friday nights.
The Student Council may be
able to establish its Cultural Af- Rich Hill have agreed to transfer
’fairs Committee within the next this function to the Council since
month and begin work immediate- the cultural programs are paid for
BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
with student body funds.
ly on a program for SJS.
CY2-0462 10th & Santa Clara
It’s a big step for student goUp to now all cultural programs
on campus, other than big name vernment and carries much reentertainment, have been spon- sponsibility. Hill is meeting with
sored by the Music Department’s Dr. Harold C. Crain, chairman of
Professional Artists and Concerts the Fine Arts Division, and members of the administration to deCommittee.
This committee, administration tprmine procedures for the sturepresentatives and ASH Pres. dent committee.

Keep ’Limited’ Warfare Research Limited

POLICY
Broadest coverage
in our history...
fastest possible
claim payments
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A jazz trio performs Saturda)s.
There is absolutely no place to
go better than our own "She
Stoops to Conquer," presented tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15
in the College Theater, The Oliver
Goldsmith farcical comedy has a
histerically humerous plot.

I’m a real nut for folk singers,
so when I heard that "Odetta"
will bring a program of folk songs,
spirituals and blues to the Veterans Auditorium tomorrow night
at 8:30, I couldn’t help sharing it
with you. This gal’s one of the
greatest!
The Gaylord*, those musicmen who made "The Isle of
Capri" and "From the Vine
Came the Grape" no famous
are at the
in San Jose
until tomorrow night.
Tips for opera fans: The San
Francisco Opera Company in Verdi’s "Othello," , at the War Memorial Opera House, tonight at 8.
The San Francisco Ballet in
Stravinsky’s "Danses Concertantes" tomorrow night at 8:13,
The San Francisco Opera Company in "Die Meistersinger Von
Nuernherg" Oct. 21 at 7:30 pm.

Lithograph Show
Opens Monday
In Art Gallery
An exhibition of 30 lithographs
from a recently completed book of
John Donne’s works will open
Monday in the new art gallery.
The prints are by California
artist June Wayne, who has won
acclaim during the past 10 years.
Warren Faus, curator of the gallery noted, "She is one of the
most talented and intelligent persons working today. This show is
quite a scoop to us."
Miss Wayne’s prints range in
technique from old masters to
modern and are not so "splashy"
as paintings, Faus added.
Ile said he believes the exhibit
will be of great interest to humanities and English students and
faculty.
The gallery, AB121, Is open from

dente Aruf Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS,

be

TONIGHT ai: d

.

opening el

She Stoops To Conquer
A comedy concerned with mistaken ident1ty
OfiVfl’

111111(lt

COLLEGE THEATER

LOCATION

cents (SJSC students)
$1.00 (for all others)

ADMISSION

50

Box office opens ... I to 5 0.m. daily
Oct. 16, 17, and 21 through 24
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Santa Clara

CHOW HOUNDS

oRDERg
Yeslwe voce Wont

All the SPAGHETTI
Just show your student body card and
then sit down cnd stuff yourself!
We also serve your favorite light or
dark beverage.
Try our
Delicious
Pizza!

to T,,n Out I

I Orders

Phone
ICH

8-6244

I

HOURS:
Teas.-Fri. 4 p.m. -2 em.

Sat. and San.

noon tii

Closed Mondays

15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR
Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll
and all Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
Appointment Necessary)
41 NORTH FIRST ST.

CYpress 24460

be t
IraSI

8 a.m. to 5 p.m., on weekdays.

GOOD FOOD

4565 Stevens Creek Road

A &M Auto Repair

’ppm, Sfttlat_
(MssioisooLOsto,A mitov4)
CoMBINATION
.*At’)

YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY

FARMERS
/I INSURANCE
\ GROUP

daily hi Concert Hall train
1211.
to 1:20 p.m. Rehearsals
will be
open to the student body.
"One of the most outstanding
Dr. Hare said there IS
music organizations of the West," bility of the band’s
presenting one
the SJS Symphonic Band, gained
national attention by being feapelarrfpoermrfoarnneleanteheissaseretriscetst:diu.;lel’egild
for
tured in the September issue of next semester.
CONNchord, a music magazine
Highlight of aril
published by the Conn Corp. of
semester’s
schedule will Is, the second
Elkhart, Ind.
unnual Creative Music realkw.
Also included in the article were
Purpose of the festival is to
two photographs of the band, one
pro,
by Gerald French, public relavide composers with an
"Spot.
tions office photographer; and one
tunity to have their unpublishm
by Loren T. Cockrell, assistant
manuscripts; performed aria
photography.
of
professor
promote compositions for
The 85-member band has been
e.
ondary and collegiate
under the leadership of Dr. Robgroups
of
professor
associate
ert Hare,
Response of the romplesets
music, during the past four
the event has been nationwide.
years.
The band features a fully balanced clarinet choir, brass section
and double saxophone section, including soprano and bass instruRENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
ments. Many students in the band
3 MONTHS $15
are preparing for careers as music
teachers.
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
Cf 2 75:1
Most of the men members currently are part of the SJS all- I_
male marching band. After football season ends they will join the
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
women members in Symphonic
SPECIALTY
Band rehearsals. The women alHydramatic
Powerglide
ready have been rehearsing.
student ratesBeginning Nov. 23 rehearsals
456 E San Salvador
CV 54247
of the entire group will be held

(Monday, I shall discuss all the new American cars which are
more foreign to me than foreign cars. Foreign cars don’t make much
sense either.)

Culture Committee

BRAND NEW
AUTO

By PHYLLIS NIACKALL
Art & Music Editor

JUST THE other clay I drove into a gas station and a man asked
me point-blank to tell him if the car used detergent oil or not. I just
had to sit there fiddling with my credit card and making smiles. He
walked away very aggravated with me. I could see.

The Gay Life
By ill\\\I 11-\1 \\

ArI-MIJIC-2)rama.

Free Parking
This Coupon Valid at Alum fock Only!

’It Had To Be Pratt’

Independents

eletoher le 1 nen

cPARTAN Iltrf

Greeks Help

Spartan Retreat
Skating Party Scheduled by Y

Collect Funds
FOf Charity

Co-Sponsor

12:sy
Will b,
In,
a Posi,;.
fling uf*
It,; reel.
ii

Independent Men’s Council and
Independent Women’s Housing
Council will sponsor a skating
party tonight at the Rollerland
Skate Arena, Dick Johnston. IMC
president, announced yesterday.
"Come stag or bring a date,"
Johnston said. The event will take
place between 8 and 11 p.m., and
will cost 65 cents, he added.
The skating party is open to all
students who live in campus housing centers, Johnston said. Students commuting to the college or
living in private residences are
also welcome, he added.
Other IMC-IWIIC events scheduled include a queen candidate
for the Homecoming contest, a
Homecoming float, and a joint
business and social meeting for
the near future. Miss Janet Douglas, associate dean of students,
will be guest at the combined
meeting, Johnston said.
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Hall, for six years the
YE OLDE DORMPratt
residence of 90 Spartan women, is now rarely
remembered by campus coeds. This picture,
taken in 1951, showed the dillema of US males
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SJS Coeds Shared Dorm
With Home for Aged
By ELMER (DX
it had to he Pratt, It had to
be
)t, that, I wandered around, and
etc."
isally found,
Sung to the tune of "It had to
You," this was the theme
trig of the first state college
iirrn for viumen in California, loi od right here in San Jose --1195
.- i .rst St. to be exact.
1 :otned Pratt Hall, the dorm
. used to house about 90 coeds
-1 1946 to 1951. The women’s
..1,ace came into being during
,site housing shortage because
!r.i? post war rush.
A five year lease for the 60sent 55 ear-eitd building was
Ingested by the then-preeldent
of the vidlege, Dr. T. W. Slim. quoit..
:. f Shellf.l’Inl: Arms Society.
..7s of the what was then a
, for the aged. stipulated that
for fee e,.men. aging from
. he oionit ill the building
. ttpre Ur hot side by side
-. the cozy coeds.
. ,eturn. the college agreed to
:. and maintain the home for
period At the expiration of
lease, the administration of
diem c n-ielered it too much
I expel: e to re-lease the
lg.
,ine of the first things the
, li..ge did to make the house
!mode, eas to remove 110111e
’ :’... SOoear-old slides that ran
g from
of the upper
,:dows. The %U.’S were used
lire tr.o.tri/e, toy the older woli she %,..N. linable ta nes, the ladders.
iv. the girls did
, (ree - Iii the removal of
711P1111’

ti 1!;1:. 11t1,4 to note that
thr
n was discontinued.
dors were expect tiew dorm "within

tt-J-

II
tin while it lasted
%mons other things, the girls
..iged t,i turn imt a small
,kiy, 1%111141 14111IIY,
the Prat, In thr opinitin of Mrs. Ize.

t
136
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Us Pritchard, then associate
dean of women, it was "a very
fine little paper."
In 1951, right in the middle of
rushing, the house was quarantined. One of the girls had scarlet
fever.
As far as the Inhabitants were
concerned, this was a major catastrophe, at least the articles in
the Prattler say so.
But it was fun.
The boys camped outside of
the house most of the time the
girls were restricted. and OM soled them for their loss of socialization. One bright ray of
light gleamed from the dark
and murky skies, tstadents

1,1%en’t changed much) no
classes for a whole week.
Then they had song contests
and birthday parties. No birthday
went by unnoticed, and every one
of them was an occasion for a
gala party.
Pratt Hall is now gone. A mod.
ern business establishment has
been built in place of what once
was one of the shining lights of
the best neighborhood In town.
The house was old, the roof
leaked, the stairs were falling
down, and it would have cost
$15,000 to fix it up and make it
liveable, but the girls at San Jose
State’s only dorm loved every
board, brick and broken window
T it

The SJS Society of Automotive
Engineering had four special
guests at its meeting this week.
Joe Gilbert, national assistant
manager of the SAE. generally
tours industry when he visits the
West Coast, but on this trip he
scheduled visits to two colleges,
San Jose State and Cal Poly.
Also present were E. W. Rentz,
manager of the SAE West Coast
Region, and Bob Totman, student
chairman of the northern California section of SAE.
Paul Snyder president of Thermo Test Labs Inc., Sunnyvale,
Bilked on test procedures for materials to N. used in space vehicles.

VA Cautions Vets
On Selling Homes

Bizek, Trerberg
Guest Speakers

s norninationaI urguilizat.on which
is open to all students and staff
who are searching for a more dynamic sense of values an gare
united in an association for study,
worship, recreation and service
to make their college experienCe
more meaningful.
The Y Building is open daily
during the school year from 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Facilities available to all students include kitchen, lounge, study
rooms, radio, telephone, television,
,-\ _
jim.!’:r, ;Intl

33
and
fivechild-en , are ex Pe cted to at. !
tend the annual science eeernight
to be held this weekend at Big
Basin State Park.
The overnight, sponsored le:
Beta Beta Beta, national biology
honorary, in cooperation with the
Entomology Club and members of
the Science Department faculty,
will begin officially at noon tomorrow and end Sunday noon.
Dr. Gordon Edwards, associate
professor of entomology, is scheduled to conduct the hikes and s
Bruce Roberts. assistant professor of physical science, will lead
group singing. Dr. Albert Ellis,
professor of physiology, will be
I
coordinator.
Other activities include a midnight 1.
AbOUt 641 vs

students,e
20 faculty MeMbr$

NEW CAMPUS RENDEZVOUS
Liwated on East San Carlos ,.tre.t between 10th and I Ith
streets is a place with ii warm and friendly atmosphere
where more and moie State students are gathering.
At the Masque Coffee house the wide selections of refreshments will delight everyone’s taste.
Many students have found the Masque an ideal rendezvous for coffee dates.

Mrs. Marie Bo, .. and Miss Mai
garet Tverberg, assistant professors of nursing, were guest speak
era at a meeting of the San Jose State College Nursing Student,
Association held early this month
"Nursing anti Nursing I.:lineation in Czechoslovakia" was Mrs.
Bizek’s topic. She was born in
Prague and educated there and in
New York.
Miss Tverberg, wsa spent a year
in Denmark in 1957, spoke on
"Nursing in Denmark."

Your hosts, Don and Dan, provide outstanding entertainers
from the folk, calypso and jazz fields as well as many special
features for your enjoyment.

Friday
HERM WYATT

Saturday
JAZZ TRIO

Ilttmque Coffie !brae
484 E. San Carlos

be’ ...teen 10+h and 11th CY

The Veterans Administration’s
Information Service has warned
that GI loans are not restored automatically when GI -purchased
homes are sold, even though a release from liability to the government on the loan may have been
I btained.
Release of the veteran from liability to the government does not
!affect the VA’s waranty on the
loan, the service says. As long as
by a state park ranger, folk and the guaranty is outstanding, no
social dancing, campfire and I restoration of GI loan rights can
be extended to the veteran.
skits
Students will do their own cooking. Food for the trip will be ’
purchased today with registration
money.
During the hikes tomorrow afternoon and night and a Sunday
The Society of Mechanical Enmorning nature walk, Dr. Edwards gineers, recently established on
will point out interesting trees, campus, will meet at 7 p.m., Tuesplants. animals and animal habit- day, Oct. 20, in E118 for election
at,;.
of officers.
Several members of the sponThe club is open to all engineersoring organizations will be going ing students and has received the
over to Big Basin tonight to se- support of the national society.
cure campsites.
The purpose of the trip is to
acquaint other members of if,
BEST GAS PRICES
campus with the Science Depie
IN SAN JOSE
ment, its students and faculty, :i.
AT
cording to Lee Van Fossen. ’r,
SECOND & WILLIAM

Engineering Club
To Elect Officers

Sahara Oil Co.
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DUAL FILTER DOES 111

riock

The vest which has been missing from most suits of clothes
in recent years has been found
desirable again by gentlemen
of fashion. Accordingly, the
proprietor has in stock fine
suits from famous makers,
each eccompanixd by a matching %est.

-feel free to browse anytime-

mosherts for men
%)
%

50 South 4th Street, San Jose

DUAL FILTER

Filters as no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

Man

Poor. ,elvd
...Slope trod.,

Sunday
LILL ANDERS

e_er.e-.e

oseose’’

NY

One handed sixty SJS students
collected $1069.90 for the United
Fund in a two-hour tour of the
college area Tuesday night. Dean
of Students Stanley C. Benz, was
chairman.
; The students represented nine
fraternities and nine sororities.
Mrs. Juanita Watts, of the Visiting Nurse’s Assn. board of directors, is college area chairman
for the fund.
I The United Fund is the one big
appeal for money for different
charities. The drive ends Oct. 31.
,

Science Group To Go
On Weekend Trek

ret

ws-wwi

who had to serenade the Pratt gals from the
street because one woman student had contracted scarlet fever and the dormitory was
quarantined.

Engineering Group
Has Four Guests
At Weekly Meeting

A discussion on tree lute, 11:1. marital and extramarital sex relations as it affects marital adjustment and is related to social
responsibility will keynote the first
of the monthly retreats sponsored
by the Spartan Y this weekend.
The retreat will be at Hidden
Villa in Los Altos and it is open
to any interested students. The
price for the event is $3; students
wishing to attend must sign up at
the "Y" before noon today.
Students will leave the "Y" lit
5:30 this afternoon and will return to San Jose at 630 kr,
Saturday.
Featured speakers at the eveio
will be the Rev. Thomas Jaeksea.
associate
Federate,:
minister,
Church, Saratoga, and Associate
Professor of Sociology Douglas Vc
Hardy.
The SJS Spartan Y is a non-de-

lila
Here’s how the Dual Filter does it:

1’

’7-

2\

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth ...
with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

2.

NEW
DUAL
FILTER , od,

areyton
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r
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Poise -n -Ivy

What’s Doin’
with dinner at Chez Yvonne in
)HORITIES
Palo Alto. The group recently part lit OMEGA
ticipated in an exchange with TheLadies of Alpha Chi Omega cel- ta Chi fraternity.
ebrated Founder’. I i.ty Tuesday
Candidat e for Homecoming
Queen is President Patti Maki.
.-4weetheart of Sigma Chi contest are Judy Stoner and Alma
GreeksDance
Iv Burns. Theta Chi Dream Girl
contestants are Barbara Jillette.
krin Bernstein, and Sherril Mar -

Tomorrow
In ’Frisco

The Panhellenic Dance is slated
for tomorrow night at the Serf
Club In San Francisco, stated Linda Moss, panhellenic public relations chairman.
Dress for the event is semiformal. Music will be supplied by
Herb Miller. Bids sell for $2.50,
she said.
All sorority women and their
dates may attend the event, which
is to be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

by

Honor Luncheon
For Dean Douglas
Set for Tomorrow

ADA’ S LAUNDERETTE
WASH 15c

be

DRY

Lots of Room to Study
While You Wait
OPEN 8 a.m. to 10 p.m..
409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

10140
SALE!
9:30 to 12:30
Monday - Wednesday - Friday

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
(Right on Campus)

It’s unlikely that the fine art of home -brewing will ever make
a comeback.
Aside from the fact that the U.S. Alcoholic Tax Unit frowns on
the practice, its resumption is dcubtful for another reason. Not only
are supplies hard to find, but the art of home-brewing itself is almost forgotten.
Recipes flourished aplenty back in the early 20’s. But prohibition
went out in 1933 and many of those who brewed their own now have
only a hazy recollection of how they did it.
The formula, according to UPI sources, is relatively simple once
the supplies are ready.
Mix one gallon of hop-flavored malt syrup with, five pounds of
sugar and a teaspoonful of salt with two gallons of water in one crock
as the first step.
Next, add the first mixture to three gallons of water in another
crock. Add one cake of yeast and allow the concoction to ferment in
a warm place, bottling it on the fifth day while it’s still fermenting
to assure carbonization.

I

DELTA GAMMA
On Wednesday, the ladies of
Delta Gamma sorority and the
Theta Chi fraternity will have a
barbecue exchange at the Theta
Chi house.
DELTA ZETA
Tonight nine neophytes will be
initiated into Delta Zeta sorority.
Scum night was held for these initiates last Monday night, when
they entertained the activities.
Selected to represent DZ in the
Theta Chi Dream Girl Contest are
Bonnie Houghtling, Claudia Hunziker, and Carol Horrell.
DUCHESS HALL
"tonight the ladies of Duchess
liii will have their first exchange
the year with the men of Liep,Fts.
NI PHI BETA
1.1y the ladies of Gamma Phi
it sorority will hold their milion banquet at the Hofbrau
laurant in San Jose. New mien will provide entertainment.
The girls recently initiated into
tile group are Sophia Demakopolus, Diane Waworth, Ruth Martin,
Tommi Jacobs, Judy McPhail,
Thais Mole, Carol Taylor, Sybil
Johnson. Sue MacGregor.
Yesterday the Gamma Phi Betas
participated in an exchange with
the oleo o,f Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
IN %IP.%
I.PII % THET
f’might ti: .
...tripe Alpha Theta cmii iv a;II hold their
pledge dance at the Villa Hotel in
san Mateo. Pledges will he formally presented at this function.
Thetas are sponsoring Ann Lambrecht for Homecoming Queen.
Peggy Stannard and Nancy Free
will vie for Theta Chi Dream Girl.
Dennis McCullough and Shelby
Scotian are candidates for the Sigma Chi contest.

PHI MU
Phi Mil pledges were serenaded
by the Sigma Nu pledge class III week. Candidates for queen contests are Laurie Mourterot,
e
e.oming; Marilyn Pesco and .1,71,
Sherry. Sigma Chi Sweet hcrt,
contest: and Shirley Gibb,
Lawton and Dottie Hanish h.,
Theta Chi Dream Girl.
a.lrarir. Placa
Set mg

eirloomSterlina

SIGMA KAPPA
The Sigma Kappa sorority women will participate in an exchan,
with the men of Alpha Tau Orra-:,.
fraternity Tuesday.

WHEN IT COMES TO

STERLING
YOU

DO BEST AT .

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
91 SO. FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

Faculty Women
To Dine Tonight
The first dinner meeting
Women’s Faculty Club ill be h
today at 6:30 p.m., in the
C
terla.
Mrs. Ruth Bradley of the
mentary Education Departrn
will give a pictorial report oh
trip she took to Europe this
mer.
The dinner is open to all wo
’acuity members.

FACE LIFTEDThe Alpha Omicron Pi sorority house will open
its doors to the public Sunday to announce the completion of
remodeling which was started last June. Mrs. Pauline Lively, interior decorator, says the house has been styled after an Italian
villa. Mr. George C. Grubb, president of the Corporation Board
will be honored for his work on the project.

Fli1TEHNITIES
DELTA SIGMA UM
The brothers of Dgita Sigma Phi
fraternity will hold their pledge
dance in Palo Alto, at Rickey’s
Studio Inn, this Friday. Two new
house officers, John Park, secretary, and Mike Jonlen. sergeant at -arms, were elected for the tall
..inester.
Pledge class officers are Hal

II
ft,

lii

elect RALPH
FROSH VICE PRES.

Being a little on the heavy side has made many a coed calorieconscious. However, some of these persons have tangled notions.
No one food settles in the fatty tissue. All foods supply calories
and as you consume more calories than your body uses, fat is formed
Continental Restaurant
from the surplus carbohydrates, food fat and protiens.
LEBANESE
MEXICAN
nutrihas
the
same
to
digest,
and
difficult
is
no
more
Margarine
and AMERICAN FOODS
Benson, president; Grant Murchin- ents as butter.
Our Sr
son, vice president; Jim Ewing,
The rumor that pasteurization reduced the food value of milk is
SHISH-KA-BAB
sergeant -at -arms; and Bob Osborn, partially true. The only nutrient that is affected in pasteurization is
Call CY 5-9519 for P,,--at:o.1
secretary -treasurer.
vitamin C, and milk isn’t a rich source of this vitamin.
We Cater Co Banquets. Pr;e. Pee’s,
The groups recently participated
Special Rates to Orgeniset;ons
in an exchange with Halls of Ivy.
1098 E. Santa Clara St
Wool is not the only delicacy for moths. They also like to chew
Open D.;!1 except Tuesday
hair, fur, feathers and wool blends. They won’t touch clean synthetics
DELTA UPSILON
Adrian Dar;,i, ManagingtOwnet
or fabrics of vegetable fibers such as cotton and linen.
President of the Delta Upsilon
fraternity for this semester is Jim
Schmied. Assisting him are Jack Gillie, Chuck Harrison, Dan Fatthe
May, vice president; Bill Augen- er, John Hops, Reed Baird, Jia
stein, secretary; Marty Taylor, Willey, Jay Silva, Mike Doyle, 1..I
treasurer; and Bob Drue, ser- Burke and Sandy Bowman. Dar
geant- at - arms. Candidate for Fager was named outstandin,’
homecoming queen is Tricia En- pledge.
Theta (’hi men and Halls .
field, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Ivy women had a dessert excham:.
last Monday night.
PIII SIGMA KAPPA
SELECT BEEF
Pledge officers for this semester
are Dennis Helwig, president; Ray
Lugea, vice president; Bill Goodwin, secretary; Don Wetteland,
LETTUCETOMATOPICKLEONION
treasurer; Jeff Vietch, sergeant at -arms; Steve Havis, social chair4th and St. James
man; and Graig Hall, caper chairman.
Three new pledges are Douglas
Haut, Ron Pawlack and Don Cat.
Mrs. Eleanor P. Mann, actil,
Your eyea can only le aa yam/ ai your 91alio
head of the occupational therap.
. . . Ion? lool /or CHEAP largaini
department at San Jose Stat..
PI KAPPA ALPHA
In.
at
college
the
represent
will
New initiates are Vic Corral,
Dick Eder, Ben Genise, Al Holder. annual conference of the Amel
Dave Hurlburt, Dick Newgren, can Occupational Therapy Assn
Bob Williams, Bill Porkiss, Bob to be held in Chicago Oct. 19
CONSULT
Briggs, and Ed VanVrankan. New 23.
Mrs. Mann is a member of ti.
pledges are Elias Abundis, Ron
Amer. Jerry Blackmore, Ron Cas- graduate study committee of th.
selli, Ed Essick, Joe Goodrich, AOTA and chairman of the bibli.,
OPTOMETRIST
Gary Hughes, Rick Harrington, graphy section of the curricultin
Complete eye exem.nat,ons and optoel serv,oe. Latest styled gluier
Harry Sutter, Barney Starkell and committee. The theme of the eon
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses tat.
ference is "Behavioral Aspects is:
Hap Zavack.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
CARE AT ALL P,
SE _
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Chuck Carle was named vice Disability."
Mention this ad ...when visiting any of the Dr. Heart] Ca is.
Mrs. Mann is serving as actin
president at a special election to
fill the office which was left va- head of the occupational therms,
Located 3 blocks from campus 100 S. First 51. (on the corner c
cant by John Christensen who was department on campus in the ali
Fernando also-- 199 S. First St. (On the corner of 1st and
sence of Miss Mary D. Booth, mil,.
married this summer.
Is on leave.
SIGMA CHI
The brothers will go to Fresno
this weekend for an exchange with MISS PRINTS
To give thread or cord a stiff tip
the Sigma Chi chapter at Fresno
State. The group plans to attend for stringing beads, dip twisted
the football game between SJS end in clear nail polish.
To make snaps or zippers last
and Fresno State.
longer, always close them berm,
laundering garment.
THETA. CHI
While sewing a button on
Pledges taken in after formal
All makes and latest
rush arc George Ballantine, Fer- garment, keep a pin stuck betwe4.1.
models.
nando Zazueta. and Larry New- the cloth and the button. This will
gen. New Theta Chi initiated mem- leave enough play for easy hutSpecial Student
hers are Trent Thompson, Steve toning.
Rates.

LEBANON

let
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RANCHBURGER

1 -LB. GROUND ROUND

0.T. Delegate SOFT FRENCH ROLL
To Represent Tico’s Tacos
SJS at Meet

CM

DR. HAROLD HASKELL

IT’S NOT TOO LATE’

Good Rentals...

Good Adding
Machines

A ...

Pfr

CHOOSE THE FINEST

tge

Women who have a rich male friend, should give them a tip on
what is the latest in evening hosiery. For the golden look, a sheer
stocking, designed for formal events, is printed in 29 -karat gold. The
stockings, packaged one pair to a box, are available in medium length
only. Special washing instructions are enclosed.

h %PIRA DELTA
Kappa Delta sorority’s candidates for queen contests are .Tullann Freitag, homecoming; Elaine
Marshall and Carolym Lehmer,
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi; and Marie Durkee. Bren Giffen and Paulinc Lymberis, Theta Chi Dream
Girl.
KO actives surprised t he
pledges with a sneak recently.
Nine neophytes, who will be initiated Sunday. got even with the
actives with their "turnabout day." ,

PROCTOR’S /rt

garden
Society Editor

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Workshops and retreat opened
the fall semester for the ladies of
Alpha Omicron Pi. A dinner, in
honor of new initiates Carol Amable, Gayle Chenoweth, Nancy
Jahn and Nancy Tarbox was held
at the Da Anza Hotel.

ALPHA PHI
Gail Parsley and Bev Wood were
selected by the ladies of Alpha
Phi sorority to represent them in
the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest. Four candidates for Homecoming Queen have been chosen.
The women and sponsoring groups
are Pat Baker. Alpha Phi; Marcia
Day. Alpha Tau Omega; Sally Ellis, Lambda Chi Alpha; and MariIndependent householders will lyn Lloyd, Delta Sigma Phi.
honor Miss Janet Douglas, associate dean of students, at a lunchCATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
eon at Paolo’s, 12th and Santa
CWC officers elected for this
Clara Sts., tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
term are Linda Lucas, president;
Sycamore Hall is sponsoring the
Melinda Mason, vice president; Jaevent.
nine Beani, secretary; Louise Alelar, treasurer; Andy Marini, LWBC representative; Angela CosOoen at 4 p.rm
tanza, WAA representative, and
Pizza with a "Personality"
Bette Furness, sergeant -at -arms.
HOUSE OF PIZZA
The members will support Janet
Cr 749013 Staggs, IMC-IWHC Homecoming
MS Almaden Ave.
Neer the C
(Queen candidate.

(Jerry

OIfle,i j

little bit
o’ Italy

Sold
Rented

Good New And Used Typewriteri
PORTABLES
ELECTRICS
STANDARDS

. . . This is a perfect description of the atmosphere at San Remo’swhere you will find the
tastiest,

most delicious pizza you have ever

eaten. Butyou’ll

have to see for yourself.

This weekendenjoy San Remo’s Authentic
Italian Pizza,

All Makes Sold, Rented, Repaired
FREE DELIVERY

San Remo’s
218 Willow Street

San Jose

Modern Office Machines (0,
124 E.

SAN

FERNANDO ST.

cr

I Next to Celjorn;e Book Storehalf block from cornp,)

3’518:
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Wildcats Both
Cowpokes’
Ground Game Heavy Grid Favorites

Rockholt Ready
For Punt Chore

Looks Potent
San Jose State’s opponent for
this year’s Homecoming game, the
Wyoming Cowboys, figure to be
one of the toughest elevens the
Spartans will have to meet this
year.
The Cowboys have won three of
their first four contests, losing
only to the Air Force by a 20-7
margin three weeks ago.
In their three winning tilts they
,:nocked off Montana, 58-0, Utah
-date, 27-2, and shut out Colorado
State last week, 29-0.
Their big weapon so far has
been their ground attack, averaging 261 yards per game. In addition, they have held their opponents to 116 yards average rushing and 52 yards average passing.
The Cowboys employ a multiple
offense with an unbalanced line
either lett or right.

\
1:1tEt,1110 II. Hilt
Sports Editor
-out football team
an June State’s in-and

takcn a drop
as they take aim on Fresno State’s
o.ight
tomorrow
class
in
in Fresno. Kickoff is slated
Bulldogs at Ratcliffe Stadium
p.m.
8
for
Fresno State’s head Coach Cecil Coleman has his mind
one thing ... to avenge last year’s 48-6 shellacking
nt
be on
suffered at Spartan Stadium last year.
gridders
Ii
4 Having lost to a ground -grinding

111.
tort
th.,
all

State Meets
ON Indians at 4
?REs,
ON
taurant
\AEXICA.,
FOODS
IAB

bra St
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country
One of the best cross
history will
teams in the school’s
the Stanford scalps
be out to nip
Stanford course,
at 4 p.m. on the
afternoon.
this

Charley Clark, the national mile
College
and two mile Junior
pace
Ana
will
Santa
from
champ
across
the San Jose State harriers
the three mile course on the farm.
Clark ran a 17 minute and
seven second time in last week’s
intersquad meet. This was very
close to the school record which
Clark should eclipse before the
cross country season is over.
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Snack Special
Side of Fries
and Coke
Jeng

250

Street

5ounlaiitt

James
KEROSENE CLUB
365 E. JULIAN

presents
LAMPLIGHTERS
v,oatila Folk Singers
(Wad. & Fri.)
ALSO
and his Dixieland Jazz Band
(Thurs. & Sat.)

Dancing Nightly

In San Jos
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG 90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes

213t

All Molor Oils-38C

TE!

200 STATIONS
&

6th

&

Keyes

cluve SLATE
MAYFAIR
Donny Kaye’plays the

true, moving story

of -Red

Nickols’

"THE FIVE PENNIES"

la

PLUS

"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT"
Admission ... 75
--Corning soon!!

rifers

The

Greek Gridders
Vie for Loop Lead

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY

cents

LORETTA YOUNG in

a smash comedy

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

EL RANCHO

"YELLOWSTONE KELLY"

"DIARY OF ANN FRANK"

ALL IN COLOR

USC

liSC

Air Force

Air Force

Oregon

Rams

Rams

Rams

Colts

Colts

USC-Wash.

CSC

CSC

Ore-AU.

Oregon

Rams-Pekris

Rains

Itears-Colts

Colts

int.-49ers

49ers

Colts

A PRIVATE’S AFFAIR"

"THE BRIDE WAS TOO
BEAUTIFUL"

TOWNE7
THEATER

S Co.

cHATTERLEY’S
LOVER’

y 1.525:

Theater
Late ShowsFri

SOFT WATER

COIN OPERATED

I ot> j_

A

usual

student prim

SHAGGY
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Baggy Shag by

URD JEFF

Bulky, yet light, built for
comfort! That’s the new
Baggy Shag sweater,
styled in the Inimitable
Lord Jeff manner. 655
imported wool and 35q
baby kid mohair, with a
smart shawl collar and
ribbing on the cuffs and
bottom. Handsome, comfortable, a truly outstanding sweater. Your
pick of colors.

$22.95
-tiler sweaters from 7.95 an

qiiire

\.1C.:11

,hop
-Traditionally Yours"
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

WEDNESDAY
THROUGH
SATURDAY
NIGHT

ONE’S
i;;Cs. k

...and only 683 steps from the
Spartan Campus*

NOVI
.S.1

COCIVV,111.11,........
,.CNI

..w Glenn FORD
Debbie REYNOLDS

’IT STeuirED
WON A KISS
(01011

THE BED’

DRUNCH
AND
SONGFEST

9%/P

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c

STUDIO

LADy

mart

49ers

P,

mired

Seattle and the Air Force is a
six -point favorite over Oregon.
In the National Football League
they’re all important contests us
the two divisions have a hard time
deciding even who the contenders
are.
The Los Angeles Rams will try
to knock off the league’s only undefeated squad, the Green Bay
T’ackers, at Milwaukee. The Rams
three point choices in this one.

KING DODO PAYHOUSE

Lowest Gas Prices
ces

Novice Mitt
Match Open

Spartan Grid Picks

BILL CARROLL

ELL

TOP SCORERS
.CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI)
Harvard’s: football .team set the even.
all-time single season scoring recOn the West Coast, Califorra., :ord by totalling 765 points during
Bears are eight -point underdogs to
a 14-game schedule in 1886.
UCLA in their game in Los Angeles as the Bears finally pick on
somebody their own size after
losses to Texas, Iowa and Notre
Dame.
Stanford takes on Washington
State at Palo Alto and are threepoint favorites to take the Cougars.
In other West Coast games,
lnterfraternity Football League el -I out its l’SC is an eight -point choke
of play ye-terday %%tilt five teams posting perfect over the Washington Huskies in

Oneal Cuterry, a leading candidate for All-Coast recognition this year, will be the main Spartan running threat against Fresno tomorrow night. He shows here
against Oregon that he can catch the pigskin and has 12 receptions for 244 yards to prove it.
OVER THE SHOULDERStubby

23rd annual Novice Boxing
Tournament will be held in the
The
Spartan gym on Dee. 9, 10, 11.
There will be a division for both first week
fraternities and independents.
2-0 records. Sigota litha 11;,ilian, Sigma Chi. Theta Chi.
The tournament is limited to be- Alpha Tau Omega, and l’i kappa .Alplia were the fit r
ginncrs. Anyone who reached the teams posting perfect mark,
finals of a previous novice tourney
Roger Weiland to Brett Ferguson passes counted for
or has had one
o
intercollegiate
match is ineligible
i
for this event . all the SAE scoring as S 11.: topped lid Sigma Kappa 13-6.
i
i Individual championships and a A Weiland to Jerry Skinner pass4 kickoff back 50 yards to paydirt
I
team winner will be decided in tallied SAE’s tone extra point.
I and Delta Sigma Phi went on to
ATO landslided Sigma Phi Epboth divisions. Blanks are now
a
8 victory over Lambda Chi
Coleman has indicated he mas
osailable from boxing Coach Jul- silon 92-0 on the strength of Keith Alpha.40-l
Bongos
Ukes
team Wayte and Messer togeth- ie Menendez. A physical examina- Antes six touchdown passing efIn one of the top games of the
er in the same backfield, mime- tion from the health department fort.
Briefcases
; afternoon PiKA upset defending
Binders
thing he hasn’t done all season 1 is also necessary.
Dale Nicholas ran the opening i champ Delta Upsilon 6-2 on Harry
long. Messer and Wayte were
Drawing Sets Slide Rules
:Jenkins great catch of a touchthe sparks in a second -half rally
down toss thrown by Bill Mclast %seek that almost saw the
Clusky.
Bulldogs pull the San Diego
All at Discount Prices
Bill Harvey’s three touchdown
game out in the final five minIpasses were enough to earn Theta
Thursday Night
Open
utes.
, Chi a 25-0 shutout over Sigma Nu
;tr..%) it
’ Streeter
I Williams
:Ratko%
l as the TC defensive forces don:223 So. First Street
The Fresno coach was pleased
I 23-13)
(26-10;
(22-14)
(26-10)
inated the Sigma Chi offense.
,Aer the showing his line made
against the Marines last week. s.1s-lbrsno S. 5.115
5.115
545
SeIS
Center Don Brockett and guard
Texas
Texas
.Srk.-Tex.
Texas
Texas
Lou Guida were singled out for
their inspiring performance in the Mo.-Okla.
; Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
Okla.
second half against the tough
lOWIL
Iowa
Iowa
Navy line that boasts many former
RECLINING FIGURE
college greats.
lll-Minn.
Minn.
The Spartans will atain try to
,lb this encounter through the air W.st.-Stnfrd
Stanford
Stanford
Wash. St.
Wash. St.
Hawaiian Gardens
,nes. They have averaged 181
OCTOBER 9 thou NOVEMBER 14
l’CLA
(
alif.-I
(
1..5
l’Cl..%
1 CIA
l’CLA
%Ards per game on passes hitting
EVERY FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8:30 P.M.
for a .504 average. Seven of the 5l,hSt-N.D.
N.D.
Mich. St.
N.D.
S.’s’: -5.
locals’ touchdowns have come via
tie.. Tech.
Auburn
tia Ter-Abrn
Auburn 4
Auburn
the air route.
The game will be broadcast over I.SU-Ky.
1.51’
I.SU
I.SU
KEEN at 7:50 p.m.
Purdue
0. St.-PM-Ur
Purdue
Purdue
Purdue

590

Delicious Burger
Creamy Shake

5.15 has rushed for 507 yards
with Oneal Cuterry the top ,’airHer with 172 yards in 30 carries (4.14). Other top Spartan
hall carriers are Mae Burton
(7.2) and Dave Kilbourne, (4.0).
Kill ))))) rne, with his splendid
showing against 11111WAtil and
Oregon the last two weeks has
earned the starting fullback nod
for tonight’s game.
Ray Podesto gets tomorrow
night’s starting call at quarterback for the Spartans. Podesto hit
14 of 17 passes last week against
the Ducks to earn the starting nod
over Emmett Lee, the Golden
Raider, total offense leader.
Kent "Rocky" Rockholt will be
available for punting duties, according to Coach Bob Titchenal
but Mike Jones, reserve quarterback, will skip the encounter, still
awaiting the mend of his injured
throwing hand.

Stan’s
College Special

ND

San Diego Marine outfit last week
the Bulldogs will be facing San
Jose States free-wheeling Passing
attack as a sharp contrast in offense.
The Spartans as a team have
rolled up 724 yards through the air
while the Bulldogs have 427.
In the running department,
Fresno’s 1-2 ground punch of Dale
Messer and Billy Wayte have 406
yards between’them and the team
as a whole has 693 yards gained
rushing.

Louisiana Stat.., ,,. nation’s top
ranked team, takes on Kentucky
tomorrow as the gridiron season
swings into the halfway mark
across the country.
The Tigers are favored by 14
points over Kentucky in their battle and figure to top the heap at
least another week.
In other top games, the ding dung battle for supremacy in the
Big Ten continues with Northwestern a 13 -point pick over NI
igan; Iowa a three-point fat
over Wisconsin; Illinois seven .,
Minnesota and Purdue a ses..!
rint favorite over Ohio State,
In the nationally televised
game of the week; Notre Dame
rates Ms points better than
Michigan State as the Irish go
after victory number three as
against one loss.
The big battles in the S,
match undefeated Texas ac
the equally undefeated Ark;,
Razorbacks and defensive mitt, .
Auburn takes on undefeated Georgia Tech. Texas is favored I
seven over Arkansas and the
glee Tech -Auburn tussle is I

EXTRA

’MURDER REPORTED’

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

to... Dixie Music Pizza Cafe Expresso
and foamy camel’s milk
*HAMBONE’S (on first, of course)

417 SO. FIRST ST.

More Spartans
Working for M.A.
More SJS students are
king
for master’s degrees now than
ever before, the graduate division’s
annual report showed this week.
There are 234 students working
toward the master of arts degree
now. 815 working toward the master of science.
That’s an 86 per cent increase
over last year in the number of
students working for the master
of science degree, and a 26 per
cent jump in the number working
for the master of arts degree. The
period covered in the figures is
August, 1958 to August, 1959.

41SPARTAN nAn.v -

SJS students who do not know
how to drive can now learn how
through the Driver Training Program conducted by the Industrial
Arts Department.
Driver trainees, under instruction of teaching-training candidates, will begin their 10-week
program between Oct. 22 and 27.
Deadline for sign-up, in IA100,
Is Tuesday.
Each weekly training period
lasts for one hour at a time while
both trainer and trainee are under

First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

9:30 and I I a.m.
"What’s Right With th Church’.

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m. "Layman’s Day"

Reverend Getty, Minister

7:15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metkger, Minister of Visitation

HILLEL MEETING
Program: Dr. Sather will speak on:

THE ORIGIN OF THE JEWS
Monday, October 19
7:45 P.M.
9th and San Antonio

At Spartan Y
SOCIAL HOUR

DANCING

REFRESHMENTS

BURBANK

MODELING
SCHOOL
572 Halsey Ave
CY 7-7060
Student Special $99.00

’Nursing Activities

Recruiting, Scholarships
Discussed at Luncheon

Motoring Class Set;
Students May Enroll

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

MORNING WORSHIP

Friday. October 16. 1959 I

C P &
SERVICE STATION
Premium Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save through our Membership!
13f h & Julien
Open 24 kn.

the watchful eye of a supervisor.
One student at a time trains in
one of the two dual -control state
cars available. This program is
not a course; therefore, there is
no credit or charge.
Ralph C. Bohn, associate professor of industrial arts, said that the
training program will begin with
assignment of students to instructors next Wednesday. After three
briefing meetings, students will be
taken to the Municipal Stadium I ADDRESSING United Auto
parking lot on S. 10th Street. for
Worker delegates at Atlantic
one hour. Subsequent runs will be
City, Walter P. Reuther,
made on regular city streets and
UAW president, scores Eiroads.
senhower use of Taft-HartEach trainee is required to have
ley law injunction in steel
a learner’s permit before he can
strike continued stalemate.
actually drive on the road, but
Mr. Bohn advises students to wait
until after the first few briefings
before getting one. The program
prepares prospective license-holders for the driver’s test at the
California Department of Motor
A leading San Jose department
Vehicles, 85 Notre Dame Ave.
store has need for 30 salesgirls to
start now and continue through
Christmas vacation, the Placement
Office announced.
Applicants must be free to
The Placement Office has some
job listings that call for experien- work on Mondays, Thursdays, and
ced IBM machine 801-802 oper- Fridays from 5 to 9:30 p.m. and
ators, key punch and tabulator op- all day Saturday. The store wiU
erators. The office also gets calls have a training class tomorrow.
for teletype operators. Interested Interested personnel are asked to
personnel may contact Mrs. Phyl- check at the Placement Office in
Adm234 today.
iss Headland in Adm234.

Salesgirls Needed
For Holiday Rush

IBM Jobs Open

27 Air Force Cadets
Flown to Academy
Twenty-seven air science cadets
from SJS are visitors of the Air
Academy in Colorado
Force
Springs today, Lt. Col. Emery
Cook, head of the Air Science
Department, announced yesterday.
The cadets flew to Colorado
Springs yesterday in an Air Force
C-54 aircraft, IA. Col. Cook said.
Only outstanding air science students from each class are selected
for the trip, which is the highlight of the year for cadets, he
I said.
"This is the third year of the

The need for recruiting qualified
nursing students and the possibility of providing scholarships to
upper division students were discussed at a recent luncheon held
by Nursing Department faculty.
Dr. Robert J. Moore, dean of the
Division Sciences and Occupations,
and the Advisory Committee to
the Nursing Department were
present.
Plans were made for a future
evaluation of the Nursing program
and its graduates,
PROF ACTIVE AUTHOR
"Student Nurses Look at Future
Nurse Clubs," an article written
by Mrs. Mabelclaire Norman, SJS
assistant professor of nursing, was
published in the June 1959 issue
of "Nursing Outlook."
Mrs. Norman was also co-author of "The Drug, The Nurse and
The Patient," a book published 1-*
W. R. Saunders and Co. this year.
Dr. Robert Patterson of the Bio-

SJS Senior Wins
Secretarial Award
Miss Elizabeth Peltier, a see

Jose State senior, recened the
$200 1959 Secretarial science
Scholarship Award given by
logical Science Department con- Santa Clara Valley Chapter nt
tributed some material on current Executives’ Secretaries
drugs to the book and assisted flounced Mrs. Isola Pearce, presi,
dent of the chapter.
with the editing.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

2nd and San Antonio

Two Blocks from Campus

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 ard 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Minister
Dr. Clarence Sands
"A Cordial Invitation for Every S..inday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christianity
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building
---

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy Communion at 7:30 a.m.
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold ’

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
’1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, II N. 2nd
y Communion
9:25 and 11:00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. 8, Murdock, Rertcr

9:30
10.45
6
7

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
Leland R. Keys, Pastor
Church phone: CV 4-2873
Home phone: WHitecliff 8-3764

Othei excursions planned by the
department include trips to Castle
Air Force Base at Merced, TraN,
Air Base, Fairfield, and a trip
to Convair’s aircraft and missile
division in Southern California, he
said.

Spartaguide

All of these trips are one day
or over night events. They include
a tour of the facility and observation of officers and men on their
TODAY
jobs, he said. In the case of the
Sports Car Assn., meeting, 1185 Convair trip, the cadets will witRedoaks Dr., 7:30 p.m.
ness the production of aircraft
Spartan V, retreat. depart 5 and missiles.
In addition to trips to air bases,
each air science graduate is refor COMFORT
SUNDAY
CONVENIENCE
Roger Williams Fellowship. Ili - quired to go through a four week
FRIENDLY SERVICE
training period on a base, Lt. Col.
hie Class, 10:30 a.m., dinner, 5:45
MODERATE RATES
Cook pointed out. This is a dep.m.. meeting 6:30 p.m., Gram
From $4.50 to $7.00
Baptist Church, 10th and San Fer- partmental requirement, for which
CYpress 4-9404
Drive-in Garage
the cadet receives four units of
i,R1
MOE
CONSTRuCI;oN
Sts.
nando
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
TELEVISION SAIVOUET ROOM,
college credit, he said.
RalphG Caldwell, /Meager COME 51401 .fOuNTAiN
Wesley Foundation, meeting,
During this period, the cadet
First Methodist Church, Fifth and
Santa Clara Sts., 7 p.m.
receives classroom instruction, onSouth ftrst St. or Son Antonto
San lose. ..California
the-job training and vigorous athMONDAY
Freshman Class, meeting, Morris letic training. Training hours are
Dailey Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
usually from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m.,
Hillel, meeting, Spartan Y, 7:45 he said.
p.m.
meetbsg, CH149, 7 p.m.
Junior Class, meeting, S326,
3:30 p.m.
For Fun and Health
PI Omega PI, meeting, T11106.
Bicycles for Rent
3:15 p.m.
Apartments far Rent
Classified Rates:
Sophomore
Clams,
meeting,
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766
25c line first insertion
Pure. Apt. for sing.es or groups. New S210, 3 10 pm
20c line succeeding insertions
bidg. A,I electric. We’l to wall carpet.
2 line minimum.
1/4-bik CV.P.S. CV 49042. Les Kirby.
48 So. 4th St.
To Place an Ad:
Furn. 2-rm. Apt. Reasonable. 1 or 2 boys.
Call at Student Affairs Office,
638 5. 56,
Room 16, Tower Hall.
No Phon Orders
Furn, nearly new lie 2 bdon. apt. 4
gor.s 342 Sn. 11.6, CH 8 1536.
Lest and Pound
Rao 664 Booed
FoundLady’s watch. Call at for. 16,
Supreme food, room end board, 2 mon,
V4,11,
A so evening meals. Rees. 759 5 Mk
BROWSE THRU OUR NEW $5.95 SELECTION
Share Rentals
OF POPLIN, OXFORD, AND POLISHED COTLost Ladies Silver Lapel Watch. Reward
I or 2 male students to share studio
CY 3-1599.
TON SHORT SLEEVE PULLOVER SPORT SHIRTS.
ePt. Call CV 4.7783.
Help Waitted--Maie
Up. Dir. Skit. to shore hse. wi’h 3 others.
2 Male students nistisd, with car. Fle, 3 bas from rampus. $20 ma. CV 7.3656.
Rhone CV 7.5795. 4:30 to 6. Need 2 males to share re. apt. 351
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICE
-Photographer with car to work Fri. and 11.1, 5, Pot, 4. CV 8-2211.
evenings.
Set.
Mus* be at ease in meet
Autos for Rale
in public. Phone Cl. P 1124 after 5.

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Eugene W. Ness
Minister of Music and Youth
ANdraws 9-1431

Radio Broadcast Radio KEEN, 1370, Sundays 9:15 -945
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A Campus -to -Career Case History
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$3.83

1957 Goliath Ste. Wqn. Needs Wcrk
Transportation Wasted
nver payments. $540 owed. See n.
5t1’ after 4pm.
Want ride to L.A. any we.4ervJ befnrn 360
CT’ 3.2423.
M1114114.11110111 fee Sale
I.... fin. Rent
Trison Drum set. Zildgen ...yrnbell.. Ca
Men’s college house, 47 So. 9th St. PE 6-6635 after 6 p.m.
Furn, rms., kit., linen, washer, phone, pi. 25-Volume 1956 Encyclopedic 6 nano cleaning service. $213.
0.-t, fuel igniters, $10. CV S.39
Male students: Rm. and Id. 7 days wk.
$160 tank and regulator OW,
SCUP.
Laundry priv. Cell CV 4-3691.
en 671.14. EL 4.9637,
Gollespe girls to share home with same.
util. pd. Close to Collele. $30
Special NioNsips
Pi...," 16 Tower Hell.
care, 2-5 yrs. Eastside.
Licensed
day
Quiet roommini Kitchen privileies----!
Key’s Nursery, CV 4.8016.
61 N. 7th. CV 5.7355.
MENClean cheerful rm, fur. heat. Rent ARTISTS: Hmbeines will display your
rea,onable. Breakfast optional. 406 S. paintings with or without piTce tag. Ask
11th Street.
for Andy after p..6.. 417 S First.
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SMART STUDENTS

3/AYE 66%
VAUGHN’S
sTMENT CLOTHING UNION
121 SOUTH 4th ..."Up the Alley"
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SUNDAY SERVICES

program with the Air Academy,"
Lt. Col. Cook said.
The Colorado trip is designed
to allow cadets to see the comparisons and contrasts of air
science training at the Academy
and on the college campus, he
pointed out.
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Engineering of microwave relay and carrier systems keeps Bryan Clinton’s joh interesting and challeng,i,

"I got the engineering career I wanted
... and right in my own home state"
in 19:6, 1% iiliain illy an thillon, Jr., got
his RS. in Mechanical Engineering at
Clemson College. Now Bryan’s with
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company at Columbia, South Carolina.
He’s doing specific planning of long di..
tance communications projects involving cable carrier facilities and microwave
radio relay systems.
Bryan chose a career with Southern
Bell over several other offers. "There
were three things that were most important In me," he says. "First. I wanted to
go with an established, growing company
a here I could grow. too. Second, I wanted
thorough basic training to get started off
right, plus participation in development
programs to keep me moving ahead. And,
third, I wanted to stay in the South."

After 13 months of on-the-job training
in various phases of company operations.
Bryan was assigned to the Engineering
Department at Columbia, S. C. His work
with carrier systems and microwave
radio projects has involved him directly
in the growth of the company. And he
broadened his experienee through development courses in management, general
engineering, engineering economy, and
microwave relay systems.

"I know I’m with a fast-growing rootpany and I feel Irtll really participating
in its growth," Bryan says. "What’s more,
I’m getting the training I need to keep
me abreast of new coll1IIIIIIIications developments and take better advantage of
advancement opportunities when they
come along."

Bryon Clinton earned a B.S. degree in Meehanical Engineering. Ile% one of many ’nun/ college men purvuing
rewarding etsreer with Ihr Bell Telephone Companie,
Find out about opportunitien for ,ois. Tillk with the liell
interviewer when he Out. Lour campoand read the
Bell ’Telephone booklet on file in your Placement (Mi.,.
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